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1. Introduction 

This report provides a detailed description of the methodology and the tools used for 
the construction and finalization of Digital Time and Depth Map-grids of selected 
subsurface Horizons within the study area (greater Zagreb area). 

Following the establishment of an initial 3D reservoir-properties model (Deliverable 
D1.4) in September 2019, the designated WP1 scientists from HGI-CGS and GEUS continued 
their work on the implementation of Task 1.2 and the associated Subtasks. 

According to the implementation plan (Table 1), the HGI-CGS scientists received 
specialized training at GEUS in October 2019. The training was conducted in close 
collaboration with GEUS’s scientists working within WP4. 

WP1 and WP4 scientists jointly agreed that WP1/Task 1.2 will focus on mapping the 
geological boundaries of the Zagreb geothermal aquifer by compiling and interpreting all 
geological and geophysical data that are available for the project within the study area. 

The resulted Depth Structure Maps of the top and bottom surfaces of the reservoir, 
together with a simplified grid-representation of the associated fault system will be used as 
input to subsequent WP4 activities. 

Among others, the WP4 scientists will use the mapped geological boundaries for the 
upcoming training planned to be provided by GEUS to designated HGI-CGS scientists in the 
methodology applied for performing a reliable hydrogeological (flow) modelling. 

An overview of Subtasks, by date, location and status, according to the WP1, Activity 1.2 
program in the Grant Agreement is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 An overview of WP1/Task 1.2 Subtasks, by Date, Location and Status 

Subtask Date Location Status 

1.2a: Interactive interpretation and 
correlation of seismic and geological data 

Nov 12-23 2018 
GEUS, 

Denmark 
Completed 

1.2b: Fieldwork and “on-the-job training, 
(OJT) in Denmark 

Nov 5-9 2018 
GEUS, 

Denmark 
Completed 

1.2c: Application of petroleum 
methodologies on Croatian data. Training in 
Croatia. Establishment of 3D geological models 
based on the integration of local seismic, 
borehole and outcrop data forming the basis 
for detailed 3D reservoir modelling. 

Jun 10-14 2019 
HGI-CGS, 

Croatia 
Completed 

1.2d: Dissemination of the obtained 
research results. 

Nov 2021 
(planned) 

HGI-CGS, 

Croatia 
Pending 

1.2e: Reservoir geology and principles for 
reservoir modelling 

Nov 12-23 2018 
GEUS, 

Denmark 
Completed 

1.2f: Methods for reservoir modelling and 
local case studies model building 

Sep 30-Oct 4   
2019 

HGI-CGS, 

Croatia 
Completed 

1.2g: Model construction and principles for 
reservoir flow modelling based on geological 
models from the local case studies 

Feb-Mar 2020 

Sept 2019 

HGI-CGS, 

Croatia 
Completed 
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The implementation of Subtasks 1.2a – 1.2g within WP1 of the GeoTwinn project were 
carried out and completed according to the time frame set by the Grant agreement. 

Subtask 1.2b was initiated in November of 2018 in Denmark by conducting a fieldwork 
training. GEUS instructors, Dr Erik S. Rasmussen and Dr Peter Frykman trained the 
designated HGI-CGS participants Marko Špelić, Marko Budić and Adriano Banak. All these 
provided the HGI-CGS geologists the opportunity to improve their skills in applied 
sedimentology. 

Following the successful completion of the fieldwork training, HGI-CGS geologists 
Marko Budić and Marko Špelić continued their training for two more weeks in GEUS, 
Copenhagen. During their stay in Copenhagen, the HGI-CGS trainees were introduced to 
interactive interpretation workflows needed for building a 3D reservoir properties model. 

The implementation of detailed and integrated sedimentological studies and the used of 
advanced interactive interpretation tools are the main objectives of Task 1.2. of WP1 and 
they are very important for contributing to the establishment of a reliable 3D geological 
model and the subsequent modelling of the reservoir’s flow behaviour that are addressed 
and studied in details by WP4. 

 In June 2019 and after the participation of HGI-CGS and GEUS scientists to the regional 
Geoscience Forum (D1.4, D1.7), held in Budapest (March 2019), GEUS senior geologist Dr 
Erik S. Rasmussen visited HGI-CGS Head Quarters in Zagreb for completing the training of 
HGI-CGS geologists (1.2c) by providing local fieldwork and in-office training. This training 
session focused on using relevant Croatian data needed for building an initial 3D geological 
model for the study area. The framework for a future relevant publication was also 
discussed. 

After the training sessions conducted in HGI-CGS geologists Marko Budić and Marko 
Špelić, with the assistance and supervision of GEUS geologists initiated their interactive 
interpretation campaign on Croatian geological and geophysical data. The data was 
uploaded on the Landmark-Halliburton DecisionSpace advanced software that was 
installed and made available for use on a powerful HGI-CGS workstation.  

Among others, the interpretation campaign comprised: 

 Structural and stratigraphic interpretation and mapping of main stratigraphic 
reflectors; 

 Fault mapping and identification of other structural elements within the study area. 

The interpretation of geological and geophysical data was then complemented with an 
analysis of relevant interval velocities based on local and regional well and seismic 
information available within the study area. Following the establishment of a simplified 
velocity model for the study area, the Two-Way-Travel (TWT) Time Structure Maps of the 
selected seismic horizons were depth-converted. Comparisons of the resulted Depth 
Structure Maps with available well data resulted to minor adjustments to the initial TWT 
interpretations and the depth conversion was subsequently reiterated. These activities 
were conducted as planned in Subtasks 1.2e and 1.2f. The initial 3D reservoir-properties 
model was then build based on all available data (boreholes and deep seismic profiles) and 
their geological interpretation (1.2g). Moreover, knowledge gathered from geological maps 
on equivalents of mapped subsurface units, that are outcropping on surface in the greater 
Zagreb (e.g. Medvednica Mt.), allowed to estimate data reliability and final model 
credibility.  
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2. Conducted Training Programme 

2.1 Fieldwork and in-office training in Denmark (Autumn 2018) 

The fieldwork training (Subtask 1.2b) was conducted in the period 5th to 9th November 
2018. GEUS’ instructors, Dr Erik S. Rasmussen and Dr Peter Frykman, trained the 
designated HGI-CGS participants Marko Špelić, Marko Budić and Adriano Banak. 

Among others, the fieldwork training comprised outcrop detection, study and 
description. During this 5-day fieldtrip and training in western and northern Denmark 
(Jutland peninsula, Morse and Fyn islands) the HGI-CGS geologists were introduced by the 
senior GEUS geoscientists to a series of very well exposed and described Miocene 
sedimentary successions. 

The daily training programme comprised numerous sedimentary measurements of 
structures and textures on outcrops (Fig. 1), the description of stratigraphic facies in 
combination with complementing PowerPoint presentations and/or discussions after the 
fieldwork.  

All these provided the HGI-CGS geologists the opportunity to improve their skills in 
applied sedimentology. The implementation of detailed and integrated sedimentological 
studies is one of the main objectives of Task 1.2. of WP1 that are very important for 
contributing to the 
establishment of a reliable 
3D geological model and the 
subsequent modelling of the 
reservoir’s flow behaviour 
that are addressed and 
studied in detail by WP4. 

Following the successful 
completion of the fieldwork 
training, HGI-CGS geologists 
Marko Budić and Marko 
Špelić continued their 
training for two more weeks 
in GEUS, Copenhagen. 
During their stay in 
Copenhagen, the HGI-CGS 
trainees were introduced to 
workflows needed for 
building a 3D reservoir 
properties model. 

This part of training was 
conducted by GEUS senior 
geologists Dr Peter Frykman 
(Fig. 2) and Dr Peter Britze, 
using Schlumberger’s Petrel 
software. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Investigating outcrop of alternating thin sand and 
silt layers at the Hagenør profile. 
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Fig. 2 Peter Frykman and Marko Špelić are comparing porosity and permeability curves in 
Petrel software. 

During this training session, Marko Budić and Marko Špelić were also introduced to the 
basic workflows for the interactive interpretation of geological and geophysical data by 
using features of Landmark-Halliburton’s DecisionSpace advanced software (1.2e – Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3 Training on the applicability of the Landmark-Halliburton’s DecisionSpace advanced 
software. Marko Budić in picture. 
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The last three days of the specialised training conducted at GEUS focused on workflows 
for the interactive interpretation of geoscientific data was conducted by a Halliburton 
senior consultant, Mr. Roberto Nobrega. HGI-CGS geologist were introduced to the user-
interface and data-management capabilities of this software. 

2.2 Fieldwork and in-office training in Croatia (June 2019) 

After successful training of HGI-CGS geologists in GEUS (Denmark), it was time for GEUS 
geologists to visit to Croatia for conducting local fieldwork and in-office training with focus 
on relevant Croatian data. 

Dr Erik S. Rasmussen visited HGI-CGS’ headquarters in June of 2019, to complete the 
training of HGI-CGS geologists. His visit was organised in two interconnected sections: 

 A 2-days excursion where HGI-CGS geologists (Marko Budić, Marko Špelić, Adriano 
Banak, Mihovil Brlek and Tomislav Kurečić) introduced Erik S. Rasmussen to 
Miocene outcrops in greater Zagreb area (Fig. 4); 

 A 2-days in-office training by using relevant Croatian data, needed for building an 
initial 3D reservoir-properties model for the study area (Fig. 5). 

The key objectives of the training conducted in Zagreb were: 

 An overview of geological units in Croatian Miocene formations of greater Zagreb 
area, and training on sequence stratigraphic interpretation of selected outcrops and 
sections. 

 Review and presentations on Miocene sediments in Croatia and Denmark. 

 A brief introduction to the surface analogues of geological units modelled in the 
subsurface was presented (stratigraphical relations, sedimentary structures, and 
fossils typical in Croatian Miocene formations of greater Zagreb area). 

 Introduction to the Interactive Interpretation and Correlation System 
(DecisionSpace Geosciences project), and a review of the created project and 
imported data. 

 Review and QC of selected seismic and well data, re-interpretation and correlation 
of mapped units. 

 Review of the Well-tie analysis (time-depth conversion), and stratigraphic and 
structural re-interpretation. 

 Developing a concept for scientific paper. 
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Fig. 4 Study of outcrops at the southern slopes of Medvednica Mt., near Zagreb. 

 

Fig. 5 A map of available geoscientific data for building an initial 3D reservoir-properties 
model. 
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2.3 GeoTwinn Annual Workshop (Copenhagen, Denmark - October 2019) 

The Copenhagen Annual Workshop was held from 30th November to 4th October 2019 at 
GEUS’ HQs in Denmark. The workshop comprised three separate events: 

 Project Annual Workshop on Monday (30/09) and Tuesday (01/10) - (Fig. 6). 
Among others, the Tentative Agenda of the Workshop comprised: 

o General GeoTwinn project presentation 

o Overall brief dissemination and communication by each WP and discussion 

o Presentation of WP1 activities – including a short overview and recap of all 
conducted training and workshop activities and obtained scientific results 

o Cross-WP discussions on common and/or related activities 

o Break-away sessions for discussing planned publications and contributions to 
the Annual Report. 

 Field Excursion on Wednesday (02/10) organised by GEUS – visit to Møns Klint. 

 In-office training for Marko Špelić and Marko Budić on Thursday and Friday (03-
04/10) with Erik S. Rasmussen and Carsten Møller Nielsen (Fig. 7). 

The 2-days training/working session focused on key topics that, among others, 
included: 

o A status and review of the Landmark Halliburton DSG project for Zagreb 

geothermal aquifer modelling 

o QC of seismic and well data and seismic interpretation of selected horizons 

o Seismic/Well-tie analysis 

o Introduction to Grid construction 

o Introduction to the basics for property modelling – porosity and permeability 

o Basic methodology and workflows in flow-modelling by Eclipse software 
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Fig. 6 GeoTwinn project workshop 

 

 

Fig. 7 In-office training in GEUS with Carsten Møller Nielsen. Marko Špelić in the picture 
(first from right) 
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3. Construction and finalization of Digital Time and Depth Map-grids of 
selected subsurface horizons in the study area 

3.1 Review and QC of available seismic and well data 

All available for the study subsurface data (2D seismic lines and well data) were 
gathered and uploaded to the OpenWorks database of the DecisionSpace Interactive 
interpretation System – DSG (Fig. 8). 

Selected data was then carefully inspected and QCed thoroughly. The uploaded 2D 
seismic surveys and borehole information in greater Zagreb suffer from considerable 
discrepancies in their quality and level of detail, as they have been collected over a period  
of several decades thus, causing problems in the correlation of data . For example, several 
wells lack velocity measurements (check-shot data) that could have facilitate a more 
reliable correlation of the wells to the adjacent seismic lines. In addition, changes made 
over the years in stratigraphic nomenclature from biostratigraphic and chronostratigraphic 
to lithostratigraphic units have made these correlations more difficult and uncertain. 

Moreover, in some cases, even lithostratigraphic units have been changed, from local to 
regional units.  

 

Fig. 8 DSG - OpenWorks data loading interface. 

Therefore, it was essential  for the continuation of the study to know which well data 
was trusted for further usage in the geological identification of the penetrated geological 
units and especially, through data correlation, for the identification of the corresponding 
seismic reflectors/horizons to be interpreted and subsequently mapped. 

In some cases, that process even demanded a detailed review of raw scanned pdf and 
image files of each well data. 

Although the application of such a manual approach some gave good and accurate 
results, the whole process was very time-consuming. However, these “hands-on” exercises, 
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the involved HGI-CGS staff has gained considerable experiences in means of gathering, 
digitization and systematization raw geoscientific data. 

3.2 Setup of the DSG project and data loading 

After the careful inspection and cleaning of the available geological and geophysical 
datasets the data was cleared to be suitable for geological and seismic interpretation and 
the subsequent modelling campaign, the DSG project was created in HGI-CGS’ dedicated 
workstation. 

The official Croatian Coordinate Referent System (HTRS96) was set and all selected 
data was uploaded in the project.  

During the uploading process, the seismic and well data were QCed regularly using the 
visualization and overview features provided by the DSG software in 2D/3D map and 
section views. 

For easier visual definition of the modelling area with reliable data, a polygon was 
drawn by using the Polygon tool (Fig. 9). This polygon was also used later for controlling 
the performed gridding operations for the mapping the boundaries of the aquifer reservoir. 

  

 

Fig. 9 Map view of loaded seismic lines and wells within the DSG project. 
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For continuous managing the uploaded well data, the DSG’s Well Data Manager tool was 
used (Fig. 10). 

It was important to check if all well data, such as surface picks or time-depth curve 
values, were correctly digitized and imported to the system. 

 

Fig. 10 Well data manager interface. 

Due to lack of velocity measurements, it was necessary to use available data from other 
wells, in order to display well data on seismic profiles (Fig. 11).  

 

Fig. 11 Seismic velocity data management 
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3.3 Seismic Interpretation 

The objective of this modelling task was to make a simple 3D geological model of the 
Zagreb geothermal aquifer. 

The geological evolution of the wider Zagreb area is rather complicated and is the result 
of several tectonic phases. This is clearly depicted also on the structural architecture of the 
studied aquifer. Furthermore, the spatial lithological distribution of it is highly influenced 
by diverse paleoenvironmental distribution during the sedimentation of upper, syn-rift 
part of the aquifer succession. 

More precisely, from an hydrodynamical point of view, the geothermal aquifer consists 
of a closed system within the upper part of pre-Neogene basement (U. Triassic carbonates) 
and Lower to Middle Miocene, syn-rift sediments of the Pannonian basin system. 

However, due to the complicated geological setting and especially due to scarce well 
data and seismic data with poor reflectivity at the base of the Triassic carbonates, it was 
practically difficult if not impossible to map the bottom of this unit. Therefore, a decision 
was made to map the top of the syn-rift succession and top of pre-Neogene basement. 

Where possible, the seismic facies were also examined, in an effort to define and 
understand both the general structural architecture of the aquifer and the intra-reservoir 
stratigraphic build-up. 

The poor quality of the available seismic data was reflected by a chaotic reflection 
pattern at the level of interest. All these do not permit a reliable mapping of intra-aquifer 
surfaces and/or faults. 

The initial geological identification of the two selected horizons on the seismic sections 
was made on the basis adjacent well-derived information. More precisely, geological 
meaning and naming was given to the seismic reflectors by analysing and interpreting well 
data obtained wells positioned on the seismic lines, or very close to these. In this way the 
following two seismic reflectors/events were identified and interpreted (Fig. 12) in the 
study area: 

1. Podloga_Neogena 

2. Top_Prkos 

The seismic interpretation was initiated on lines with reliable wells-ties (Fig. 13) and 
from there the reflectors were followed on the other more remote lines. Due to the complex 
geological situation and the strongly varying data quality, on some seismic lines it was 
difficult to follow the reflectors. In these cases, tools like 3D View (Fig. 14) and Horizon 
Flattening were used to facilitate and confirm the interpretation. 

Where possible, the Auto Track Horizon function was used together with the manual 
Point Interpretation tool. One of the few good quality 2D seismic lines is Line OBO-3-82_01 
(Fig. 15). The great variations of the reflection patterns are clearly evident over the entire 
section and they are interfered further by the local structural complexity.  

During the interpretation process, constant validation and reinterpretation was also 
necessary, so that any misleading reflectors could be detected and the confidence in the 
interpretation of the selected horizons could be enhanced. 
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Fig. 12 Horizon interpretation window 

 

 

Fig. 13 Seismic Line tied to adjacent Well (in yellow). Horizon identification and interpretation. 
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Fig. 14 3D visualization of Interpreted Horizon 

 

 

 Fig. 15 2D Seismic Line OBO-3-82_01: The structural complexity and the strong variations 
of the seismic reflection patterns are evident along the section. 
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3.4 Gridding and Surface building 

When the two horizons were fully interpreted on all seismic lines (Fig. 14), the TWT 
values for each horizon were exported into the respective Horizon Point Set data. This was 
necessary for carrying out the subsequent surface gridding. The input data for this 
operation consisted of the Point Set data from each of the two interpreted horizons and the 
Polygon defining the spatial extent of the modelling area. For grid definition, cell 
parameters of 150x150 m were used, together with the Least Square interpolation method 
(Fig. 16). 

 

Fig. 16 Grid and contour interface. 
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 Other parameters, such as contours density and other visualization effects were also 
set. Software made a quality check on the surfaces so any evident errors, such as surface 
overlap, could be removed. The end results of this step were two gridded surfaces that 
represented the top and bottom boundaries of the geothermal aquifer (Fig. 17). 

 

Fig. 17 3D Visualization of two gridded surfaces. 
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3.5 Gridding Velocity modelling and time-depth conversion 

Velocity modelling is a necessary and standard step in the time-depth conversion 
process. All seismic data that was used for horizon interpretation and mapping, together 
with gridded surfaces derived from the interpreted horizons, are presented in time domain 
(TWT). 

If the modelled data is to be used for further properties and/or flow modelling, they 
have to be converted from time to the depth domain, i.e. from milliseconds to meters. For 
that operation, a valid velocity model should be established for the study area. 

In this case, a simple velocity model was made from seismic check-shot data obtained 
from the Jarun-1 well. The velocity parameters were plotted on a two-way-time vs. depth 
graph and the following velocity function was calculated: 

y=0,4558x+321,56 

where x is depth in metres and y is two-way-time in milliseconds. The calculated velocity 
function correlation coefficient was R2=0,9934, which confirms a good correlation between 
the approximated function and measured seismic velocity parameters. 

 This velocity model was then used to convert the two gridded surfaces to depth (Fig. 18). 

 
Fig. 18 Velocity model selection window. 

Fig. 19, 20 & 21 are screen captures from the DSG workstation displaying the depth 
converted Top & Bottom boundaries of the Zagreb aquifer in Countered Map and 3D View. 
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Fig. 19 Top surface in depth. 

 

Fig. 20 Bottom surface in depth 
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Fig. 21 Top and Bottom surfaces displayed in 3D View window (scale in meters). 
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4. Conclusions 

 This report provides a detailed description on the methodology applied for the 
construction and finalization of Digital Time and Depth Map-grids of selected 
subsurface Horizons in the study area (greater Zagreb area). Map grids comprise 
the top and bottom surfaces of the Zagreb geothermal aquifer, together with a 
simplified fault system. 

 Map-grids of the boundary surfaces of the Zagreb geothermal aquifer and the 
simplified fault system (result of the WP 1 training), are now available to be used 
as input data for the hydrogeological (flow) modelling training planned to be 
conducted by WP4. 

 The generated surfaces (grids) of the abovementioned input data were extracted 
from the Initial 3D reservoir-properties model of the greater Zagreb pilot area 
(D1.4), delivered in September 2019. The depth converted surfaces were built by 
HGI-CGS geologists using advanced 3D modelling tools including the state-of-the-
art Landmark-Halliburton DecisionSpace Geosciences software (DSG). 

 A Basic Interactive Interpretation and Data Correlation System that was installed 
earlier at HGI-CGS’ offices in Zagreb can now be used for storage, organization, and 
data management of all kinds of geophysical, geological and petrophysical data 
available at the Croatian Geological Survey. 

 The establishment of Sparring-Partnerships between HGI-CGS and GEUS 
researchers that included in-house training sessions, fieldwork training and 
research studies, both in Croatia and in Denmark, have contributed greatly to 
develop significantly the capabilities within HGI-CGS. The provided training has 
increased the experience and knowledge of the HGI-CGS staff in carrying out 
integrated interpretations and correlations of seismic and well data for providing 
input to 3D reservoir modelling and establishment of reliable geological models in 
general. 

 HGI-CGS and GEUS geologists addressed swiftly any identified problems, i.e. delay 
of equipment delivery, to minimise related time delays, thus succeeding to both 
complete the installation of the hardware and build the 3D model in a timely 
manner. 
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6. Appendix A 

Workflow for the depth-conversion of surfaces 
within the 

DSG Interactive Interpretation System 
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